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1. Introduction
On November 21st, stakeholders from across Eastern Ontario participated in a
workshop held at the Donald Gordon Centre at Queen's University in Kingston to
launch the new Eastern Ontario Economic Development Strategy. The workshop's
sponsors were the Eastern Ontario Wardens' Caucus (EOWC) and the Eastern
Ontario Regional Network (EORN).
The strategy itself had been developed with funding provided by the Eastern
Ontario Wardens’ Caucus, the Eastern Ontario Mayors’ Committee, Eastern Ontario
Community Futures Development Corporation Network, and the Province of
Ontario’s Ministry of Economic Development and Innovation’s Communities in
Transition Program.
WORKSHOP
OBJECTIVES
The workshop set out to accomplish four objectives:
•

Raise awareness of the power of regional approaches to economic
development

•

Build understanding of the new Eastern Ontario Economic Development
Strategy

•

Identify keys to successful implementation and priority actions for short-term
implementation focus

•

Assess interest among individuals and organizations present in collaborating
on implementation initiatives

PARTICIPANTS
Close to 75 people attended the workshop, representing municipal governments,
provincial and federal agencies, economic development organizations, First Nations,
universities and chambers of commerce from across Eastern Ontario. A list of
participants is contained in the Appendix to this report.
OPENING
REMARKS
Bryan Paterson, the Mayor-elect of Kingston and member of the Eastern Ontario
Mayors Committee, welcomed the group to the City of Kingston and congratulated
the sponsoring organizations for their work to date on the strategy and the
workshop. He recognized the importance of coordinated economic development
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efforts. Jobs and the economy were the number one issue on the minds of voters in
Kingston in the recent election campaign.
Linda Thompson, Vice-Chair of the Eastern Ontario Wardens' Caucus, also
welcomed the group and spoke about the value of having common goals and
working together. The Eastern Ontario Wardens' Caucus has proven this through
the support they have been able to garner from the provincial and federal
governments for regional initiatives. She expressed her hope that the workshop
would be a breakthrough day for expanding the breadth and depth of participation
of organizations across Eastern Ontario as the group moves from strategy to action.
Michael Rowland, the workshop facilitator from Change Focus, reviewed the
objectives and process for the day for participants and then turned the floor over to
Jim Pine, the Chief Administrative Officer of Hastings County and member of
EOWC, to introduce the first workshop presenter.
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2. Presentations
The workshop was centered around several presentations aimed at raising
awareness of the power of regional approaches to economic development, building
understanding of the new economic development strategy, and highlighting key
economic development activities already underway in the region.
THE POWER OF
REGIONAL APPROACHES
Michael Fenn of Fenn Advisory Services is a consultant with extensive experience
in senior leadership positions at the municipal and provincial levels of government
and with non-profit organizations. He spoke about the power of regional approaches
to economic development.
While people tend to think of regions in terms of metropolitan or city-centred areas,
regions are really built around live-work relationships. Regions can be "created"
through common approaches, recognizing economic and social relationships and
branding.
He used Michael Porter's economic cluster theory to identify critical success factors
to building an economic cluster and cited Napa Valley in California as an example of
a non-metropolitan area that had succeeded in building an economic cluster.
Porter's critical success factors are:
•
•
•
•

Local history and culture;
Availability and quality of production inputs;
Local demand for related products; and,
The presence of suppliers and successful competitors to encourage both
collaboration and rivalry.

Michael identified six key barriers to regional economic and community
development and how to overcome them. In summary these were:

Barrier

Strategies for Overcoming Barrier

1. Critical mass

1. Build critical mass

• Not enough retained talent, common
business interests, local markets, or
economies of scale – in our town /
county / region

 Think and act regionally and across civil
society - not just locally or municipally or
economic developers alone
 Rising energy global costs may
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Barrier

Strategies for Overcoming Barrier
“regionalize” global markets
 The ‘attenuated lifeline’ effect of global
supply chain – post-tsunami contingency
sourcing and quality / assurance
concerns & perceptions
 The legacy benefits of foreign students
and new immigrants
 Global reach of high-value-added or
unique products and services

2. Image

3. Improve your image

• Not understanding how you are seen
by others
• Not presenting an image conducive
to attracting investment

• Need to undertake a frank, objective
assessment of how others see you
• Need to create and convey a fresh but
realistic image

3. Isolation and uncertainty

3. Overcome isolation and uncertainty

 Isolation – poor and expensive
transportation and communications

 The internet is a game-changer – EORN
is a significant asset

 Not just competing with Mississauga
 Overcome insularity by dispelling
or Syracuse - competing with Mumbai
misconceptions and establishing a
and Shenzen and Sao Paolo
creative, distinctive, but realistic
portrayal
 Perceptions of insularity, especially
by immigrants and urban
 Sell the lifestyle’ to professionals, techprofessionals
savvy, boomers, immigrants - e.g. the
cost of housing and retirement living,
 Investor and banking uneasiness /
livable pace, commuting times,
uncertainty with non-metro
welcoming community, environmental
communities, soil conditions, landquality, etc.
claims, etc.
 Address investor and banking
uneasiness / uncertainty by:
◦
◦
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Barrier

Strategies for Overcoming Barrier
“the right people in the room”

4. Loss of community assets

4. Leverage assets

 Declining and aging population young people moving away

 Recycle public assets

 Erosion of voluntarism and
community institutions

 Share services, functions and
infrastructure

 Shrinking tax base

 Turn liabilities into assets

 Reduced / fixed income with
undiminished civic and health-care
needs
5. No longer selling what the world
is buying
 Traditional manufacturing decline
 Loss of US markets to global
competition

5. Analyze, preserve and re-tool
 Keep what you have if you can
◦ Help local businesses and employers
stay
◦ Help them evolve to meet challenges!
 Seizing opportunities

 Loss of US tourism: passports and
dollar

 Ride the economic wave

 Obsolete factories and soft
commercial real estate market

 Make the economic and social trends
work for you

 Difficult to get financing for new or
expanding enterprises or products
 Difficult to maintain civic
infrastructure with fiscal limits
 Investor resistance: perceived
labour, land and regulatory issues
and costs
6. Capacity
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Barrier

Strategies for Overcoming Barrier

 Limited resources compared to
metro areas

 Health care and education as economic
development tools

 Not enough education or health care

 Alternatives to urban lifestyle

 Decaying infrastructure and
underinvestment

 “Welcoming” lifestyle
 Collaboration, locally and regionally

 Not enough discount retail or
mainstream retail choice

 Learn, research and innovate

 Weak telecommunications
 Thin or not-contemporary business
support services

STRATEGY
OVERVIEW
Jim Hutton, CAO of Renfrew County and Tim Simpson, CAO of the United
Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry presented the Eastern Ontario
Economic Development Strategy to participants.
Jim outlined the membership and service area of the Eastern Ontario Wardens'
Caucus. He summarized some of EOWC's accomplishments as proof of the value of
regional collaboration. These include the:


Eastern Ontario Development Fund (EODF-Provincial economic development
program – now enshrined in legislation)



Eastern Ontario Development Program (EODP-Federal economic development
program for Eastern Ontario) $10 million yearly



Eastern Ontario Regional Network (EORN – Over $250 million invested in
broadband infrastructure by federal, provincial, county governments and
private sector)

In developing the economic development strategy for Eastern Ontario, the
partnership of sponsoring organizations set out to:
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Identify high priority regional opportunities to advance the economy of
Eastern Ontario



Ensure that these were cross sector and game changing in approach



Improve the underlying conditions for economic development throughout the
region

Need for a New Approach
Jim described the extensive consultation that took place to develop the strategy.
There are many layers and organizations involved in economic development in
Eastern Ontario. There needs to be greater collaboration among the players and a
re-focussing away from incremental approaches to more disruptive, regional
thinking founded on a clear sense of a unique, pan-regional competitive advantage.
Focus on Three Priorities
Jim reviewed the three priorities that are the focus of the strategy, the basis of
each priority and what will be achieved under each:
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Accelerating the Change
Tim Simpson explained that a leadership council will be created to oversee the
implementation planning for the strategy.
The leadership council will track and report on the performance of the regional
economy as it relates to the priorities of the strategy and will undertake advocacy
on key issues as necessary. The council will also provide input on the approach to
EODF and EODP/FedDev programming and resource allocation priorities
Representation on the council will include EOWC, OEEDC, EO CFDC Network, EOMC,
MEDTE, private industry and other select stakeholders as necessary.
Implementation
Tim explained that implementation requires region-wide collaboration across
business, industry, institutions, associations, networks and economic development
professionals. Stakeholders are looking to EOWC for leadership but there will be
many players that will need to be involved.
It is important that implementation of the strategy be undertaken with a sense of
urgency. There are other regional economic development alliances in Ontario and
New York and so it will be important to move quickly.
HIGHLIGHTS OF
REGIONAL ACTIVITY
Carol Armstrong, Executive Director of the Eastern Ontario CFDC Network, spoke
about Eastern Ontario Development Program (EODP) Collaborative Projects. The
federal government established the Eastern Ontario Development Program in 2004.
Its purpose is to stimulate economic development and address systemic issues.
Eastern Ontario Collaborative Projects Program
Effective April 1, 2014, EODP Collaborative Projects are funded through a separate
funding pool for this program. The objectives of EODP Collaborative Projects
Program are to:
•

Promote broad-based collaborative economic development

•

Contribute to successful development of business/job opportunities and
prosperous communities

•

Align with the jobs, growth and prosperity priorities of the government

•

Deliver sustainable, measurable, economic benefits to the regional economy
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•

Improve partnerships to benefit Eastern Ontario communities

•

Strengthen linkages between urban and rural areas

Carol outlined the eligibility guidelines and requirements for the Collaborative
Projects Program. They are well suited to collaborative initiatives that come out of
or support the Eastern Ontario Economic Development Strategy. There is a
continuous intake process for applications. There is $1 million of uncommitted funds
still available for fiscal 2015 in addition to the $1 million uncommitted for 2016.
Carol highlighted the projects that have been funded to date through the
Collaborative Projects Program, including:
•

Launch Lab (Spark and InvestOttawa)

•

Quinte Economic Development Commission project on manufacturing,
training and recruitment

•

Ontario Agri-Food Venture Centre

Eastern Ontario Regional Network
David Fell, Chief Executive Officer of the Eastern Ontario Network (EORN),
highlighted the current activities of this organization. EORN was established in 2010
with a mission to promote and develop access to high speed broadband and other
technologies which will create wealth; expand employment and education; and
create opportunities to improve quality of life throughout the region.
EORN is currently developing a digital strategy. Preliminary goals (see below)
include increasing user uptake, increasing broadband access and demonstrating
technology leadership.
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David will make the digital strategy available to all once it is finalized and approved
by the Board.
There are significant gaps in Eastern Ontario's cell phone network that EORN will be
working to address as part of this strategy. As well, EORN wants to promote
business use of the web. Only 45% of businesses in Eastern Ontario have web
sites. Greater use of the web for e-commerce by existing businesses will improve
business performance and economic prosperity. EORN will be focussing on Eastern
Ontario's 46 business parks as part of its digital strategy.
Magnet is a not-for-profit social initiative co‐ founded by Ryerson University and the
Ontario Chamber of Commerce. EORN has formed a partnership with Magnet to
facilitate matching supply and demand for labour by creating five regional hubs to
collect and analyze labour market data. This will enable better decision-making.
Ontario East
Dan Borowec, Vice President of Ontario East's Board of Directors, spoke about
Ontario East's role and plans. Ontario East is essentially a marketing organization
that promotes Eastern Ontario as a centre for investment. As part of its role, it
hosts the Ontario East Municipal Conference.
Dan outlined Ontario East's plans to undertake:
•

A supply chain analysis for Eastern Ontario and its key sectors, likely beginning
with forestry, agriculture and manufacturing

•

An analysis of opportunities to build capacity in key areas - e.g. additive
manufacturing and digital fabrication
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•

Development of a regional portal to promote the region's resources and
opportunities

•

Building of infrastructure to support professional development in the Eastern
Ontario workforce
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3. Moving from Strategy to Action
The bulk of the session was devoted to discussion of how to move the three
priorities forward into action. The results are summarized below for each of the
three priorities.
1. WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT
The first priority listed in the strategy is Workplace Development and Deployment.
Objectives and Actions
Michael Rowland summarized the objectives and related short-term and long-term
actions in the strategy related to this priority.
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Keys to Successful Implementation
Participants were formed into groups of three people and were asked to identify
three keys to successful implementation of the short-term actions under this
priority. The results are shown below summarized by theme and frequency of
mention.

Keys to Successful Implementation Themes

Number of
Mentions

Workforce needs and gaps analysis to identify issues and
trends

13

Assessment and alignment of local training, workforce
development and training organizations

9

Engage employers/private sector

8
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Keys to Successful Implementation Themes

Number of
Mentions

Build awareness, use of and a regional approach using
existing on-line job connect services (i.e. don't re-invent
the wheel with action #2)

7

Region-wide collaboration and communication

4

Educate students regarding where future jobs will be

4

Regional leadership organization to break down silos

3

Better/more training

3

Make workforce development a priority locally and
provide local funding

2

Other (single mentions)

6

Most Important Short Term Action
Each participant was asked to identify the most important short-term action to
undertake of those listed. The results of participant feedback are shown below:

Short Term Actions

Number of Votes Most Important
Action

1. Strengthen local labour market intelligence through a
validated local job demand reporting system

11

2. Create an aggregated job posting service which builds
on but doesn’t replicate existing systems

4

3. Conduct a comprehensive labour force gap analysis
that validates labour supply and demand
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Short Term Actions

4. Create an Eastern Ontario online training network
portal for suppliers of education and training services

Number of Votes Most Important
Action

3

2. TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION AND INNOVATION
The second priority in the strategy is Technology Integration and Innovation.
Objectives and Actions
Michael Rowland summarized the objectives and related short-term and long-term
actions in the strategy related to this priority.
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Keys to Successful Implementation
Participants were formed into groups of four people and were asked to identify
three keys to successful implementation of the short-term actions under this
priority. The results are shown below summarized by theme and frequency of
mention.

Keys to Successful Implementation Themes

Number of
Mentions

Engagement of industry, sectors, youth

5

Funding (more, targeted, flexible)

5

Promote sharing of successes, experiences and resources
among businesses and build networks

4

Regional collaboration and communication

3

Take a sector-specific approach

2

Buy business performance data and promote its best use

2

Educate small business on use of technology

2

Other (single mentions)

9

Most Important Short Term Action
Each participant was asked to identify the most important short-term action to
undertake of those listed. The results of participant feedback are shown below:
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Short Term Actions

9. Map and profile Eastern Ontario’s innovation
ecosystem
10. Host a meeting of the minds gathering on the impact
and opportunities for digital fabrication and additive
manufacturing in eastern Ontario
11. Obtain Eastern Ontario business performance data
from Statistics Canada

12. Encourage existing industry associations to
coordinate the creation of a regional manufacturing
innovation network to identify research and joint venture
opportunities

Number of Votes Most Important
Action

9

10

8
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3. INTEGRATED AND INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
The third priority discussed at the workshop was that of an Integrated and
Intelligent Transportation System.
Objectives and Actions
Michael Rowland summarized the objectives and related short-term and long-term
actions in the strategy related to this priority.
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Keys to Successful Implementation
Participants were formed into pairs and were asked to identify three keys to
successful implementation of the short-term actions under this priority. The results
are shown below summarized by theme and frequency of mention.

Keys to Successful Implementation Themes

Number of
Mentions

Funding

14

Provincial and federal government relations and support

14

Effective regional leadership organization

12
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Keys to Successful Implementation Themes

Number of
Mentions

Regional and local stakeholder/political buy-in

8

Integrated, regional transportation network plan

8

Region-wide communication and collaboration

7

Common vision, objectives and priorities

6

Analysis of existing transportation network

4

Industry input and analysis by sector

4

Business case/cost-benefit analysis of specific proposals

3

Rail

3

Public transit

2

Airports

2

Implementation plan

2

Pilot projects

2

Other (single mentions)

6

Most Important Short Term Action
Each participant was asked to identify the most important short-term action to
undertake of those listed. The results of participant feedback are shown below:
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Short Term Actions

15. Develop an integrated transportation network that
supports efficient, cost effective movement of goods and
people within the region and connects Eastern Ontario to
key domestic and international markets
16. Pursue a moratorium on the decommissioning of
Eastern Ontario ports infrastructure and the removal of
rail infrastructure
17. Advocate for provincial and federal investment in
regionally beneficial transportation infrastructure

Number of Votes Most Important
Action

32

3

21

INTEREST IN
PARTICIPATION
Throughout the session each participant completed surveys asking about their
interest in participating implementing specific actions outlined in the strategy.
The results of these surveys are contained in the appendix to this report.
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4. Next Steps
There was great interest expressed in ongoing collaboration and participation by
participants both at the session and through the surveys administered on the day.
A commitment was made to distribute this report to all participants. As well, work
will continue on establishing a leadership council to oversee implementation of the
strategy.
NEXT
STEPS
At the session, participants suggested the following ideas for consideration as part
of next steps:
•

Get input from industry on implementation - hold a session targeted at
industry to do this

•

Establish the organizational infrastructure to move the strategy forward
a regional leadership council
implementation working groups
supporting staff
funding

•

Consider option of leveraging an existing regional organization to assume the
above role
Ontario East suggested as a possibility
recognize that the role comes with accountability

•

Get interested participants from this session together to form working groups
for implementation

•

Create a web portal with information on who is doing what in order to raise
awareness and avoid duplication

•

Need to develop a compelling vision and brand for the region

CLOSING
REMARKS
Bob Sweet, a member of the Board of Directors of EORN, closed the session by
thanking people for their contributions to the day. He stressed the value of regional
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approaches to economic development and recognized that this was a strong theme
in the feedback received at the workshop. He expressed his hope that the workshop
will be a defining moment in Eastern Ontario's future success in economic
development.
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Appendix - Participation Interest
This list is taken from the handwritten surveys completed by participants at the
session. I apologize for any typographical errors in people's names or organizations
due to interpreting people's handwriting. Some surveys did not have people's name
on them and so they couldn't be included.
In the Participation Interest column, the numbers refer to the numbered actions in
the strategy document.

Name
Adshead, Dianne

Valley Heartland CFDC

Participation Interest
(numbered actions)
17

Baird, Alastair

County of Renfrew

3, 12, 15, 17

Borowec, Dan

Northumberland County

Not stated

Bower, Douglas

4, 12, 15

Brown, Andy

Government of Ontario
(MRI-MEDI)
Stormont, Dundas,
Glengarry
Leeds and Grenville

Carbone, Neil

Prince Edward County

1, 3, 4, 15, 17

Chan, Yolande

Queen's University

9, 11, 17

Cowie, Ellen

Hiawatha First Nation

3

Desjardins, Craig

PELA

10

Des Becquets, Jacques

Canton de Champlain
Township
Napanee Chamber of
Commerce

Not stated

Doyle, Denis

Frontenac County

12, 15, 17

Emon, Peter

County of Renfrew

1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 17

Besner, Terry

Dolan, Art
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Name

Fair, Matthew

Organization

Participation Interest
(numbered actions)
1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17

Fell, David

Kingston Chamber of
Commerce
EORN

Fournier, Susan

Valley Heartland CFDC

9,10, 12, 15

Gatien, Daniel

Township of Russell

2, 15, 17

Gibson, J. Alex

North Stormont

1, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16

Gibson, Wendy

Town of Cobourg

3, 12, 17

Greaves, Kurt

Lanark County

10, 15, 16, 17

Henderson, David

City of Brockville

15, 17

Hunt, Gerard

City of Kingston

15

Hunter, Rob

Township of North Dundas

Hyndman, David

Queen's University

1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12,
15, 16, 17
3, 10, 15, 17

Keech, Jim

Utilities Kingston

Not stated

Kelley, Craig

15

King, Gary

Ontario East, Madawaska
Valley
County of Peterborough

LaPierre, Terry

City of Pembroke

1, 2, 11, 17

Lavigne, Carole

Not stated

Leduc, Anne

United Counties of
Prescott and Russell
Town of Hawkesbury

LeMay, Mike

City of Pembroke

Not stated

MacDonald, Anne

Brockville and District
Chamber of Commerce
Renfrew County CFDC

1, 17

McKinnon, Diane
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1, 3, 15, 17

1, 15, 16, 17

16
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Name
Morris, Malcolm

Town of Smith Falls

Participation Interest
(numbered actions)
17

Moreau, Paul

County of Renfrew

2, 9, 15

O'Neill, Bonnie

Ontario East

1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 16, 17

Paul, David

City of Brockville

2, 16

Paul, Stephen

3

Pender, Kelly

Lennox and Addington
County
Frontenac County

Phillips, Rick

Hastings County

1, 2, 3, 4

Poste, Karen

City of Belleville

12, 15, 16, 17

Prichard, Anne

Frontenac CFDC

Not stated

Quaiff, Robert

Prince Edward County

1, 9, 17

Ralph, Jasmine

Town of Carleton Place

Redden, Andrew

Hastings County

1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15,
17
Not stated

Rutledge, Mary Lynn

Savill, Elizabeth

CFDC of North and Central
Hastings and South
Algonquin
Northumberland County

Selig, Judy

Municipality of Port Hope

1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12,
15, 16, 17
3

Sherk, Lance

City of Kawartha Lakes

9, 15, 17

Simpson, Timothy

EOWC

2, 15, 16, 17

Sullivan, Nicole

South Dundas

Not stated

Sweet, Bob

EORN

1,2 15, 16

Thomas, Edward

Queen's University

15
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Name
Wallen, Andrew

Kawartha Lakes CFDC

Participation Interest
(numbered actions)
15, 17

Wybou, David

County of Renfrew

1, 11, 17

Young, Anne Marie

County of Frontenac

1, 2 3, 4, 15
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